ABSTRACT

Hybrid education or blended learning is an educational method that incorporates technological and online resources into regular classes, even in traditional learning environments. Spatial conditions influence social relations and the development of cultural bonds inside a building, which may affect changes in layout configuration and usability conditions.

The traditional configuration of most school classrooms must be reconsidered to allow changes in the educational paradigm. However, it is not clear which environmental aspects should be modified to improve performance in physical learning environments, especially to accommodate hybrid models in classrooms. This paper describes a participatory design process used to understand students’ needs and perceptions in this era of digital and cultural changes. This study was carried out in a public secondary school in Northeastern Brazil and adopted qualitative research techniques to perform a participatory design exercise and understand the students’ needs and problems. They collaborated in prototyping workshops to develop new classroom environment concepts.

The results suggest a set of guidelines for learning environment suitable for hybrid models that were developed using a participatory approach and linked learning activity modalities to environment quality criteria.

1 Introduction

Most school environments have not evolved in the last few decades. This situation is not aligned with the actual pedagogical and technological innovations perceived in these spaces. The only difference is that new digital devices were incorporated to present the content - computers, projectors and tablets. In the classrooms, teaching activities keep the same traditional and centralized method: the teacher conducts the whole didactic process to transmit knowledge to students, which can include technological resources. The last technological disruption in teaching happened more than 500 years ago. Until then, the role of the ‘lecturer’ had been clear – the root word being the Latin ‘lectura’, meaning to ‘read’ [1].

Innovative changes in schools should be accompanied by the design of flexible layouts to adapt learning environments to activities and people’s needs. A culture of collaboration and a modern learning environment are expected to improve the contemporary learning process [2].

Student-centered practices involve the integration of three components: educational system (the whole), environment (place), teachers and students (people). To put these in practice, teachers must be trained, and physical environments made appropriate.

The adoption of technologies requires changes in the role of students, teachers and staff, especially regarding: technological resources management; wireless network and mobile use permissions; the production, sharing and downloading of educational content; effective use of technology and continuous monitoring of its impact on students’ results; changes in the built environments, facilities and equipment [3].

This article describes the process of participatory classroom design and the adjustment required by hybrid educational practices. Section 2 discusses the relation between space and hybrid education practices as well as the use of new technologies and innovations for classroom space. Section 3 presents the research method used – participatory design involving high...
school students to develop new concepts for learning environments. Section 4 discusses the results, the elaboration of spatial concepts connected to hybrid education practices. In the last section, a final discussion is presented.

2 Blended Learning and attempts to adapt classroom layout

Hybrid, active and student-centered methodologies emerged in the progressive educational movement of late 19th century, inspired by the theories of John Dewey, Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky and Maria Montessori [5]. These authors influenced education methods by providing experimental efforts and the study of natural and social environments. Their hypothesis is that the learning process is more effective when students are actively involved [6]. Content learning is more effective when students are connected to a wide possibility of practical experiences, in which the ‘learning - doing’ approach contribute much more than just listening to an expert talking [7]. This learning experience is important because it points to the autonomy skill, one of the most critical competence for a 21st century student [8]. Hybrid education brings technological and online resources to both learning processes and environments. Its main characteristics are:

- Formal educational programs in which a student learns, at least in part, through online resources;
- Student effectively manages time, place, path and/or rhythm;
- Learning occurs both traditionally (where teachers conduct face-to-face learning) and partly online (ensuring continuity of content) [9, 10].

Spatial conditions seem to influence the construction of social and cultural links by spatial configuration [11], consequently, the physical space can stimulate different types of social, cognitive and affective learning [12]. The characteristics of classroom spaces for hybrid education are being developed as learning systems evolve worldwide.

For decades, classroom layout had not been updated, in contrast with learning technological resources which followed autonomous learning trends. Contemporarily, a learning environment refers to a variety of physical locations, contexts and cultures in which students may learn [14], including out-of-school locations, libraries, urban spaces, parks or anywhere Information Communication Technology (ICT) devices may be used.

The use of technological resources provides an open and dialogic communication between teachers and students [15]. ICTs are real catalysts for people interaction because they permit new ways to achieve practical and theoretical learning, by merging face-to-face and online education [13]. Hybrid education allows students to choose the time, pace and place they want to learn or work online – either in a traditional classroom or anywhere else [10].

By 2019, 50% of all high school disciplines in the USA will be provided through online resources [9]. They recognize the importance of teacher’s conduction and routines provided by schools, thus a full-time virtual learning will not totally replace classroom teaching and learning. Although they recently invested around 2 trillion dollars in education, problems in school design and construction continue to exist [3].

Inadequate classrooms, the lack of equipment and unfriendly environmental conditions cause negative behavior in students and affect their relationship with teachers, requiring extra efforts to achieve individual or collective learning [16, 17]. Currently, older school buildings hinder the emergence of 21st century education regarding space flexibility and ICT usage. With an innovative design, the building can function as a catalyst for pedagogical changes [18].

2.1 Hybrid educational models

There are four models of hybrid education, each one with specific configurations and learning practices. They vary from the best adapted traditional formats to the most disruptive formats [9]:

- Rotation model: face-to-face and online activities in groups. They are rotated according to the teacher’s goal or by time demarcation: station rotation; rotational laboratory; inverted classroom; individual rotation;
- Flex model: education is mainly online, and schools choose between personal, individual or group activities when necessary;
- À la carte model: online course or discipline. Students can incorporate it to the main face-to-face education;
- Enriched virtual model: low occurrence of face-to-face learning sessions and higher load of online activities.

Rotation models are considered suitable for conventional classrooms in elementary and middle schools. For these models, the architecture, furniture and school operations are different from a traditional classroom (where desks face a blackboard and teacher), which seems insufficient for dynamic learning where students are co-responsible for their learning process. Offering digital technology fosters interest and opens new ways to learn, produce and share content. Therefore, a well-designed learning space should give students a broader experience of learning modalities than expository classes. In dynamic learning systems, four different ways of learning are considered: campfire (learn with an expert); watering hole (learn with peers); cave (learn by introspection – individual study); life (learn by doing) [19]. By allowing these four types of learning modalities, students are given the benefit of a complete education [20], instead of traditional classrooms only designed for campfire mode (learn with an expert).

Recent successful experiences in reconfiguring learning environments highlighted the need to reformulate the classroom layout by adopting flexible and innovative solutions:

- Learning studio and learning suite layouts (two or more learning studios combined) without internal compartments, aiming to increase the impact on learning. Teachers are not alone with a single class, but the work is fully collaborative, joining two or even four classes in a single multidisciplinary space [3];


• An engaged learning model which reinforces the idea of flexibility of internal layouts. The furniture is flexible and increase the possibilities for spatial reconfiguration according to the dynamic necessity of the day [21];
• The layout model for learning environments developed by the Centre of Initiative in the Excellence of Teaching and Learning (CETL) [22] from the universities of Sussex and Brighton in the UK;
• The award-winning innovative solutions for Vittra Schools design in Denmark, by Rosan Bosch [23], which creates autonomous learning spaces and the design of constructive elements compatible with the collaborative educational method adopted;
• A smart classroom that proposes a configuration optimized for content presentation, free access to learning resources and the interactivity provided by the continuous use of ICT [24].

In many countries including Brazil, the biggest challenge with school infrastructure is the expense of great financial resources to reform and/or adapt a whole set of public schools. There are countless problems: the lack of maintenance, poor aesthetic quality and landscape aspects, even in new buildings. Additional existing problems involves the hiring and training of design professionals to solve these problems.

The present study aims to understand classroom users’ needs (students and teachers) as current participants of blended learning methods. Their input guided a participatory design process for new learning environment concepts that could be implement in Brazilian public schools.

3 Method
The method is based on participatory design practices which give users the same value as experts on their own activities or experiences [25]. They are invited to participate in planning and prototyping techniques because they know their routine, needs and problems better than anyone.

The analyzed data resulted in the elaboration of guidelines compiled as the final product of a doctoral thesis in Design. The study is made available to other researchers, school directors or government education entities as suggestions for consulting, prior to the planning and building of new schools in Brazil.

3.1 Data collection techniques
Data was collected over five days at a selected school, gathering information from students and teachers on their self-reality perception. The research applied two techniques during observation: ethnographic observation and interviews. Data was registered in photographs, usage maps as well as dimensional and environmental checklists. After the observational stage, collected data was used to develop a prototype, in a participatory design process.

The quick ethnographic observation aimed to find patterns of learning activity in the analyzed school environments [26]. The goal was to collect data about how users deal with technology, perceive the learning environment, their use of active educational methods and analyze the activities developed in the built environment.

3.2 Context and participants
Cicero Dias State Technical School was inaugurated in 2006 and offers full time secondary education. Its mission is to create innovative learning and teaching methodologies, make use of ICTs, explore and discuss daily life and bring students closer to their surrounding reality. In 2017, there were 452 students enrolled in 08 classes. For this research, 33 students participated as volunteers.

3.3 Prototyping concepts of future learning environments
As a first step in the participatory design process, a brainstorming workshop allowed users to bring up their perception on the design of learning environments. Second, a prototyping technique – desktop walkthrough [27] – used thumbnails to simulate scenarios for a classroom suitable for blended learning activities. Collected data was synthesized and used to generate final design concepts. Graphical representations and a final virtual-reality prototype were brought to discussion in focal groups with users. Finally, these last steps were used to evaluate the model.

4 Results

4.1 Observation data
The rooms in the selected school are organized by lesson content, where users move from one room to another for every new content on schedule. Despite the good technological school apparatus available to students, device use is highly controlled, mobile technology is poor, the wireless network unstable and room layouts are mainly designed for expository lessons. To use digital resources, students must move to a specific computer room. During group activities, moving furniture is difficult because space is insufficient, hindering dynamic or hybrid activities.

4.2 Prototyping and evaluation with users
The brainstorming results shown in Figure 1 highlight the need for a larger space for study and socializing in outdoor areas, windows opening to outside areas, more time for individual study and relaxing, better seats and chairs conditions, the use and availability of Internet connection and autonomy to use a mobile phone as an online search tool.
During prototyping, the researchers obtained primary data on users’ needs and used it to model a virtual reality prototype (Figure 2). The prototype was brought into discussion in focus groups with students, teachers and experts as the final step in the design process.

The main design concepts obtained for built environments suitable for hybrid rotation models relate to:

- Welcomes to release tense relations between teachers and students;
- Calmness and relaxation, to improve individual concentration and reading skills, especially in outdoor areas;
- Largeness and transparency, to improve accessibility, spatial and comfort conditions;
- Simplicity, brightness and joviality, enhanced by color appreciation, furniture flexibility, connection with outdoor spaces;
- Efficiency of technology provided by the management of digital and environmental resources;
- Usability, versatility and customization of conditions provided, along with a flexible spatial configuration required by the learning activity;
- Identity, familiarity and security, linked to an appropriate number of students in class, provide conditions to produce and share knowledge.

A good learning environment should accommodate four learning activity modalities [19]. This study therefore developed four categories of technical guidelines to adapt school environments to such modalities. Environment guidelines are: (1) built environment, (2) comfort conditions, (3) layout and furniture and (4) technology (Table 1). In order to adapt learning environments to hybrid education, the technology criteria were included as the main suggestion group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>GENERATED GUIDELINES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLOBAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
<td>Allow windows to view activities in the classroom and outdoor spaces; Ensure physical accessibility to all school environments, including restrooms, sports and service areas; Install bathrooms of domestic configuration in the vicinity of the rooms, avoiding long walks to collective bathrooms without teacher supervision; Allow color personalization and graffiti on wall boards, favoring joviality, reception and a sense of social identity; Allow removable divisions between rooms to allow size changes - larger spaces for large groups and smaller spaces to accommodate small study groups; Allow moments for social interaction in pleasant eating or reading areas with tables for groups and comfortable light chairs; Large windows to outdoor areas, natural light and ventilation, while protecting these elements from unpleasant climatic factors - direct natural light, temperature and excessive external noise; Provide individual lockers for permanent use, which may contain backpacks, books and other personal belongings; Maintain cleaning, maintenance, painting, furniture and digital equipment in good conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAMPFIRE (Learning with an expert)</strong> [19]</td>
<td>Built Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comfort conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5 Conclusions

The participatory design process highlighted the experiences of users in existing learning environments, as well as the need for professionals and directors to rethink how technology is being used in current Brazilian school environments. Users are rarely questioned or heard on their spatial experiences of collective environments and hardly ever consulted on the development of architectural projects in Brazil. Therefore, the data herein is relevant for the consolidation of environmental research based on social participation.

Learning environments in both public and private schools are often adapted to the use of a specific group or period, and inadequately designed to support multiple forms of learning. This research elaborated guidelines for learning environments, associating multiple learning activities to performance criteria for built environment, comfort conditions, layout, furniture and technology. These guidelines were based on primary data research, with users and specialists, as well as bibliographic references, in order to reinforce the trends in hybrid learning environment design and adapt existing ideas to Brazilian cultural and climatic conditions.

In Brazil, it is important to consider the brazilian bioclimatic map (Zoneamento Bioclimático Brasileiro) [30] as the technical normative for efficient use of natural climatic resources. This map categorizes eight different zones, in which the combination of air...
temperature and humidity conditions form similar area characteristics. In each architectural project, the climate characteristics of the locality must be respected, to achieve most efficient use of environmental resources when building is in use. This map recommends guidelines for: ideal size of windows (for better ventilation), strategies for windows’ shade against excessive sunlight, types of external walls and roots and passive thermal conditioning strategies.

As important as climate adequacy, in each one of the five Brazilian geographical regions there are own cultural and social expressions. They should be considered in education system, especially when there is a trend in make connections between life and school practices. The addition of flexibility concepts to school environments may support community needs and desires, respecting their folk and artistic expressions, as well as their forms of language and social behavior.

Future research projects aim to refine studies on collaborative and autonomous learning, the teacher/students’ relationship in hybrid models, school space for content production and sharing among students and society. In conclusion, the results corroborate the literature review on learning environment reconfiguration.
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